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1. Introduction
This document is deliverable 12.5 Running Pilot and is part of work package 12 ‘German Pilot’.
The aim of deliverable 12.5 is to organise and execute a pilot that proves the concept of accountbased ticketing in daily operation.
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2. Executive Summary
One of the barriers towards a seamless ticketing system for public transport services for cross-border
journeys or journeys in the neighbour country is the existence of different e-ticket-standards, which
are not interoperable. The project European Travellers Club has designed a system architecture for eticketing focusing on the approach of account based ticketing (ABT). This offers passengers the
opportunity to use public transport services in their home country, but also in their neighbour
country with only one chip card that is accepted in both systems. Hereby ticketing for public
transport is facilitated, since passengers don’t need to equip themselves with different sort of chip
cards anymore. Instead, they can roam between the domestic and the foreign ticketing system by
using their existing chip card that is linked to their user account. Finally they are invoiced for their
travels abroad by their home public transport operator (PTO). The specific objective of Deliverable
12.5 is to test the developed system components and hereby the ABT approach as a whole in a live
environment in daily operation.
The Deliverable has been implemented according to the work plan, without any deviations.
In order to test the developed system in daily operation all system components needed to be tested
in advance. To ensure that friendly users are able to use a working system, integration tests for all
required functionalities have been carried out successfully. The whole communication chain between
different system components is working according to the specifications.
Furthermore friendly users needed to be acquired to test the system in a live environment. AVV und
ASEAG have started marketing campaigns to reach out to interested potential friendly users. Apart
from that the onboarding of friendly users was covered within this deliverable. For this purpose a
registration process and a work flow to provide friendly users with the pilot chip cards has been
defined. Following the initial registration of friendly users, an account for each of them was
generated, which enabled them to use public transport services in the neighbour country.
Furthermore it was ensured that Dutch chip cards linking to activated user accounts were accepted
on the German side.
The actual pilot have been carried out starting from October 2017. In a first step German friendly
users were able to experience and test the ABT system only on the German side. The second phase
of the pilot started in December 2017. Within this phase the German and the Dutch pilot area were
brought together to enable seamless cross-border journeys based on the followed ID-ticketing
approach. In total the partners were able to engage almost 500 pilot participants for these test in
daily operation, which is an excellent result. The friendly user did not only test the system, they also
evaluated the approach and gave feedback about their experiences. The partners achieved a
response rate of approx. 50% of all friendly users, which again is a very successful response rate. The
inputs given in the evaluation questionnaire have been analysed and interpreted in the evaluation
report.
The actual conduction of the pilot contributed significantly to the project’s objectives by testing the
developed system in a live environment and not only in a lab situation, which doesn’t reflect all
potential influences on the use and the added value of the object of study. The influencing factor
“individual traveller” was well considered in the conducted pilot and led to valuable insights on
needs of travellers the potential improvements.
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3. Running Pilot
As stated in chapter 1 of this document, the aim of deliverable 12.5 is to organise and conduct the
German pilot within the ETC-project.
In order to prove the concept of account-based ticketing in daily operation, friendly users have been
acquired. These friendly users have received chip cards equipped with the generic secure token
(GST), used them in daily operation and hereby generated technical transactions that prove the
functionality of account-based ticketing in a cross-border pilot between Germany and the
Netherlands. The general pilot set-up and results of the pilot evaluation are described in more detail
in deliverable 14.3.
The data privacy/traveller in control topic has been covered, since only the unique but anonymous ID
was processed in the system. A matching between the unique ID and customer related data is only
possible in the back office of the public transport operator (PTO) and only for settlement purposes.
Apart from that the traveller is in control of his data/transactions, since he can see all generated
transactions in his mobile application in real time. This ensures that the traveller is always in control
of the data reflecting his activities with the generic secure token (GST).
Attachments
- Video clip explaining and demonstrating the pilot functionalities to friendly users
- Screenshot of website for registration of friendly users
- Screenshot of printed posters for acquisition of friendly users
- Examples of published articles about the ongoing pilot within the ETC-project
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4. Posters, news articles, video clip
Video clip, which explains how the pilot works:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UL_0y3WUrMg
Screenshot of website for registration of friendly users (www.avv.de/etc):
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Printed posters for acquisition of friendly users (were hang up in buses and in the city):
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Examples of published articles in news papers and on websites:
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